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Study of Temperature Afghan + Tutorial
DOWNLOAD TEMPERATURE WORKSHEETS

Why don't I see too many people completing a real one by the end of the year? It's one of the most viral things in January, and yet, by December, only a few finish! Marly Bird and I pulled back the layers of the concept and thought about reducing the span to end with a decent size project and showcasing diverse weather changes from Sept 1 to Dec 20. Let mother nature do a natural gradient of colours within your project. 
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Obsessed with Temperature Blanket
Some reasons may include:
	The project is too big in the end. 
	Going in straight rows can be boring.
	Monitoring temperature for 365 may not be fun.
	People who live in warmer climates believe a blanket will be red and purple as their temperature doesn't go as low or fluctuate as much as someone living more north. They are not customizing the scale for their region.

There could be more reasons, and you can leave your comment on the blog below.

Something is Broken
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Obsessed with Temperature Blanket Square
Where can we restart this concept? 
I developed a new strategy for the #temperatureblanket with goals and meaning beyond just documenting the temperatures. I tested the concept on 2021 data to see how it would play out. I became obsessed with this concept. OMG, the feeling of going day by day has emotional and mental rewards that had me crocheting up into midnight as I wanted to see what it could look like. 
I questioned the colour lineup as I crocheted, but in the end, I was so pleased with how it came out. It represents home for me. Imagine crocheting someone a blanket on their birth year or a year of graduation and more. 
I did graph it out for visual to see the colours in advance.
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Crochet Temperature Blanket Strategy
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Temperature Blanket Laying Flat. I added an extra row that wasn't in the timeline. Mother nature had the final two rows as the same colour as the final buffer edge (cream), and I threw in an extra Azure Blue row that was technically on the next day in the calendar so the buffer zone (deep violet) would be the same number of rows in appearance as the beginning buffer.
Excited by this concept, I pitched Marly to see if there is interest in joining me on this Season Along. Marly was instantly hooked and had a project ready in the works where my colour strategy would work. She was super excited about it as well. Marly will have a knit scarf that is also following this concept. We will share Marly's concept once her sample is worked out and the colours confirmed. 

About the Obsessed with Temperature Blanket
These patterns are very difficult to predict the yarn required. My blanket is 58 ounces. That is the equivalent of 3.6 balls of Caron One Pound total. However, I used nine colours. I used more of the hottest and coldest colours as there is a buffer zone that gives the blanket balance. The balls are using less than half of a Caron One Pound.
Why is the yarn unpredictable? The weather where you live, even just a few towns/cities away in the same region, can be vastly different. My blanket represents my direct area for a certain time of year. So you may use completely different quantities of yarn per colour.
Caron One Pound, 454g / 16 oz, 742 meters / 812 yards
In order of hot to cold.
	A - Deep Violet
	B - Purple
	C - Claret
	D - Dark Pink
	E - Sunflower
	F - Forest
	G - Royalty
	H - Azure
	I - Cream


Make Up Your Own Rules
How to make your scale. I will show you on camera how I figured out my customization for my region. You can do this for your region too. Use AccuWeather.com if you prefer. If you prefer to go back much further in history, use Wunderground.com. You may find other apps or online resources as well. 
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Temperature Gauge Marly Bird and The Crochet Crowd
We will show you how to make your own rules. Though I have nine colours. You can do many more further to break down the temperatures for more colour variation. We will also share with you how to customize your temperatures based on the knowledge you can find and things to look for to determine those.

Final Take Away
This experiment showed me something I had never realized before. See the Sunflower Yellow colour? What do you notice about that? It's just a short time frame in the weather changing. I'm not an avid follower of the weather as I don't usually look ahead to see what's coming and take the weather daily.
I didn't realize until this experiment that 9 to 15 c (48 to 60 f) degrees are short-lived on our yearly calendar. I have always thought each temperature had an equal presence as the earth revolves around the sun. While we have long winters and long summer temps, the temperatures in between are short as the transition between the two major moments in the yearly spin.
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Temperature Blanket Laying Flat

Working Through the Concept Teasers
 
 
 

The Season Along Official Series of Videos
 
 
 
 
 

What do you think?
Leave me a comment below. 
Like this:
Like Loading...
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Reader Interactions
Comments
	 Colleen Roberts says
September 30, 2022 at 6:46 pm
Curious or missed information on how to do full year calculations. I live in Texas and highest temperature was 108F for 2 days lol. Then we go to 15-32F or lower. Quite a span. Thought about monthly high and low averages to figure out yearly high color and yearly low color. Using previous year to set colors.

Reply
	 Mikey says
October 02, 2022 at 3:36 pm
Afternoon. I didn't do a full year, so you haven't missed anything. I would use a lot more colours if the span is that big.

Reply



	 Despina Vegas says
August 25, 2022 at 8:41 pm
May I ask when this is launching I thought it was today 🙂 Any specific time?

Reply
	 Mikey says
August 26, 2022 at 9:44 am
It will be shortly in a matter for a couple hours. Marly is in a different time zone than I am. I am waiting for her to push out the tutorials so I can push out. We are doing this together.

Reply



	 Erin Pitcher says
August 25, 2022 at 9:58 am
I started one in 2021 and have yet to finish - I'm up to October. While I agree with some of your reasons why people don't finish, my biggest reason for me was dealing with all the color changes and tying in the ends. I wove them in as I went and that was so tedious. IF I were to do it again, I'd leave them as fringe. I did all my homework up front and looked at 3 years of temp data, did swatches, calculated yarn amounts, and then bought extra. Excel is my friend! LOL And then, we had a bad freeze which isn't normal for Houston TX and I had to add two colors. The best laid plans... But I will have plenty of yarn and I'm happy with my choices. Now I just need to get it finished!

Reply
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